YUK! We're surrounded by thousands of potentially dangerous chemicals...

WHAT NOW?

DISCOVER the DANGERS LURKING in your PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS!
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BEWARE!

BEWARE the TOXIC MENACE!

HUH? What are you talking about?

I don't see any "TOXIC MENACE"...

EARTH YEAH!

MF M MMF MMMMM FMM, MMMMF.

* "Not a great time to talk, actually..."

Um... Can this wait 'til I'm done with my shower...?

NO! IT CAN'T!
IT'S ALL THESE PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS...

They're full of DANGEROUS CHEMICAALS!

Oh, come on—how could THIS be DANGEROUS?

I put it on my FACE every day.

Yeah! It doesn't SAY it's TOXIC...

DANGEROUS, like HOW?
GET THE FACTS.

Huh... This stuff smells kinda nice...

What's in it?

Well, it says, uh... "CONTAINS: FRAGRANCE."

SNIFF...

AHH!

"FRAGRANCE" sounds pretty HARMLESS, don'tcha think?
It's supposed to sound harmless!

But don't be fooled...

That word "FRAGRANCE" stands for over 3,000 different industrial chemicals...

Some cause rashes...

Some cause headaches...

...or even cancer!

Aw come on! You're not scared of cancer-causing chemicals, are ya? Mwoo ha ha ha!

Wha—? Actually, yeah, I am!
REDUCE YOUR USE

Oh, I’m not worried—it’s only makeup, you know?

I use just a little bit at a time...

A LITTLE BIT, yes... TIMES HOW MANY PRODUCTS per day?

Uh...

Oh yeah.

Times HOW MANY DAYS per year?

Even SMALL EXPOSURES can BUILD UP over time...

...to become MAJOR HEALTH RISKS.

THAT’S CALLED BIOACCUMULATION!
Many mainstream cosmetics deliver daily doses of poisons directly to your skin!

You might feel some of the health impacts right away...

...others might show up as health problems only years later.

Now's the time to reduce your use!
Okay, so wait—
If all these COSMETICS are TOXIC to ME...

Does that mean they're DAMAGING the ENVIRONMENT, too?

YOU BET!
Because all these CHEMICAL TOXINS don't STAY PUT in our HOMES and BODIES...

Each time we RINSE or FLUSH them, we send them OUT ....
...to wreak some serious environmental damage, too!

Whoa.

Yeah.

Definitely not cool.

Here's a chart of chemicals to watch out for...
FRAGRANCE
3000+ unspecified chemicals found in most major cosmetics products!

PHALATES
Nail polish, perfumes, + fragrances

ALERTED BEHAVIOR + CHEMICAL PROCESSES

GENETIC DAMAGE (physical and mental defects)

ALLERGIES, SENSITIVITIES, IRRITATION

CANCER
ENDOCRINE DISRUPTION

REPRODUCTIVE HARM
& DAMAGE TO OFFSPRING

For more information about product ingredients and their related health & environmental concerns: www.ewg.org/SkinDeep
YUK! We're surrounded by thousands of potentially dangerous chemicals...

WHAT NOW?

Now we power up...

...and fight back!

ZHHMMMM!
Check out the "HEALTHY LIVING" app...
From the Environmental Working Group (EWG)

DOWNLOADABLE from: www.ewg.org/apps

The app gives SAFETY RATINGS for over 120,000 products...

Just SCAN the BARCODE...

1 = SAFE PRODUCT 7 - 10 = SERIOUS HEALTH CONCERNS

Toxic ingredients?

SEE YA. From now on, I'm gonna—
CHOOSE CLEAN!

Woo Hoo!

I feel HEALTHIER already!

YEAH! I get it—
CLEAN PRODUCTS...

...mean CLEAN BODIES...

...and a CLEANER ENVIRONMENT, too...

But what about all those COMPANIES still making TOXIC PRODUCTS?
GOOD POINT!
So we still have ONE MORE IMPORTANT JOB to do...

(And hey - I think this is the FUN PART:

HAZARDOUS WASTE

KA-KLANG!

SPREAD THE WORD!!

about CLEAN GREEN COSMETICS
to ALL our FRIENDS and FAMILY!

Share this comic & related projects = www.uvlsrpc.org
EWG’s Skin Deep Cosmetics Database = www.ewg.org/guides/cleaners
Download the EWG “Healthy Living” app = www.ewg.org/apps
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